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Upcoming Events 

Beginner Beekeeper 2014 Class 

Saturday March 29th 9am to 4pm 

**Registration is required** call Jim 368-4732 

Last Shop Meeting for the Winter Season 

Tuesday March 11th , 2014 12-2:00pm     

Finndale Farms 

9112 Jones Rd. Holland Patent 13354 

          Please join us for a casual opportunity to communicate with 

fellow farmers and to discuss current issues.  Shop meetings are free 

to attend and all are welcome to attend.  Reservations help us to 

plan ahead but are not required.  Please call 736-3394 ext. 132 to let 

us know you plan to attend, or just show up if your schedule allows. 

Ag Literacy Week 

March 17 – March 21st 

We are looking for Volunteers to Read “Who Grew My Soup” 

To Oneida County 2nd grade students 

Call Kristi at 736-3394 ext 122 or Email -KAC292@cornell.edu 

IF you were a Dairy Princess/Court Member or know someone 

that was, Help us celebrate 50 years of Oneida County Dairy 

Promotion.  Please call or email Joanie Smith  

737-8907 or email—jdsmith49@aol.com 

Join us for the Crowning of the  

2014 Oneida County Dairy Princess  

Friday, May 2nd at HartsHill Inn,  

Reservations required by April 23rd by contacting Joanie Smith 

Save the Date: April 10th, 2014. Time to be determined.               

Newborn Calf and Health Care Revisiting the importance of                

colostrum will be the main focus along with other practical calf               

management tips from our guest speaker,                                             

Kimberly Morrill, with CCE St Lawrence County. 



FREE Informational Meeting on Hunting Leases 

March 5th, Farm Credit Office, Rt 12 Sangerfield 1:30 to 2:30 

Tom Dziekan, Hunting Lease Network Representative will give a 

presentation on the benefits of hunting leases and answer questions to 

help you decide if this is right for you. 

Please call Christine at 315-380-4458 to register 

Pro-Dairy Winter Dairy Management Series: March21 SUNY 

Morrisville. 9:30- 3:30pm in Crawford Hall Lecture Room #103. 

This year’s series is geared towards low cost parlor options and 

considerations, how to conduct effective business planning for dairy 

modernization projects, as well as improving efficiencies in existing 

parlor set ups.  A look at the use of robotic milking systems will also be 

discussed.  The cost to attend is $18/person and registration is 

required.  Box lunches will be provided.  To register please contact 

Karen Baas at CCE of Madison Co. at (315) 684-3001 or email her at 

kab21@cornell.edu.  

 

 

New York Pork Producers Annual Meeting: March 22 Registration 

begins at 9am program time 9:30 to 3 at the Holiday Inn in Waterloo 

Pre-registration is encouraged by March 4th.  This year’s meeting will 

emphasize swine health and nutrition concerns.  Registering early 

enters you in the running to win door prizes and reserves your spot for 

a free lunch. All producers as well as 4-H youth are encouraged to 
attend. To register for this free event call 716.697.3031 or email 

info@newyorkpork.org.  This is a great opportunity to learn from and 

network with others involved in the pork industry. 

 

 

Capture Quality/Capture Premiums: Improving Milk Quality 

March 26th 9:30 AM – 3:30 PM CCE Oneida County 

While nationwide, milk quality parameters have improved dramatically, 

there may still exist the opportunity to capture more of the milk 

premiums offered from your co-op. This one day milk quality workshop 

will look at the current economic impact of mastitis on dairy 

businesses, as well as the associated costs of both clinical and 

subclinical mastitis.  Additional topics on the agenda include SSC 

impact on reproductive performance, dry cow therapy protocols, and 

treatment options for mastitis and residue avoidance. We will also 

learn about milking system maintenance schedules and the importance 

of sticking to milking routines and standard operating procedures.  

Clear your calendars and plan to attend, you won’t want to miss 

the impressive line- up of speakers.  Cost to attend is $20/person 

and includes lunch.  Reserve your seat by calling 315-736-3394 ext. 

132 by Friday March 21st. FSA Borrowers Credits may be available, 

please call the number above for details. 

mailto:kab21@cornell.edu
mailto:info@newyorkpork.org


Farm Lighting for Profit, Savings & Increased Milk Production 

Mary Wrege 

 With some extra income from some recent milk checks, this is a 

time to invest back into your business.  The design and management of a 

farm’s lighting system not only affects its energy efficiency, but may 

have positive impacts on increased milk production with energy efficient 

lighting.  Upgrading lighting fixtures will often give the best return on 

investment to reduce energy costs. Replacing older lamps with new 

energy-efficient lamps will reduce energy consumption and often 

improves the quality of the lighting. 

 Lighting efficiency is reported as lumens per watt or the light 

output per unit of energy used. Lamps that produce high lumens per 

watt will be most efficient. Use sunlight as often as possible; it will 

generally be the most efficient light available. 

 
Chart provided Mary Wrege 

 

 I came across a couple of articles on increasing milk production 

with energy efficient lighting by Jackson Wright and Tim Shelford, both 

Cornell affiliates.  One article stated that common light fixtures found on 

dairy operations are T8 fluorescent, metal halide, high pressure sodium, 

and more recently, light emitting diode (LED). Each fixture has a unique 

set of benefits and drawbacks. For instance, fluorescent lights are energy 

efficient and usually pay for themselves within 2 years of installation. On 

the other hand, fluorescent fixtures require maintenance, perform poorly 

under cold or hot conditions, and contain mercury which could be 

disastrous should a bulb break around lactating cows. High intensity 

discharge (HID) fixtures provide ample light at ground level when ceiling 

heights are greater than 12 feet. However, these fixtures require a long  
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pre-heat or start-up time. Finally, LED 

lights can provide high energy efficiency 

with a reported 100,000 hour operating 

life. This is significantly longer than the 

reported 20,000 hour operating life of 

fluorescent and HID fixtures. Moreover, 

LED lights are expected to have lower 

maintenance costs, contain no mercury, 

and provide instantaneous reliable light. 

Though LED fixtures are expensive when 

compared to the other fixtures.   

 These unique attributes can make it confusing to select fixtures 

best suited for dairy operations. However when considering 

implementing long-day photoperiod (LDPP), LED fixtures may provide 

an edge. Consider this: lighting performance is often measured based 

on lumens/watt.  (see chart above)  This can be a misleading for dairy 

producers because lumens represent effective light for the human eye. 

Dairy cows perceive light differently than humans meaning a light 

fixture can provide ample lumens/watt, but may not provide light in the 

appropriate spectrum to stimulate milk yield. For instance, high 

pressure sodium fixtures provide high lumens/watt; however light 

output from these fixtures is biased towards longer wavelengths which 

cows cannot perceive. Fluorescent fixtures provide ample effective light 

for the cow; however under cold conditions light output of fluorescent 

fixtures can decrease by more than 40%. Cold conditions would be 

typical of most barns during the winter months, precisely when 

supplemental lighting from light fixtures would be required. LED fixtures 

can provide light in the same spectrum as sunlight and are more 

reliable under cold conditions. These two considerations suggest LED 

fixtures may be best suited for implementing LDPP; however this 

scenario needs to be investigated under barn conditions.  

 Another article on cow comfort and light spectrum and its 

implications on milk production, the North West New York (NWNY) 

Dairy, Livestock and Field Crops Team is investigating the effects of 

photoperiod manipulation using T8 fluorescent and blue appearing LED 

lights on a farm in western New York. In the NWNY study, three nearly 

identical barns under the same management were updated with T8 

fluorescent or blue appearing LED fixtures. The study was designed to 

compare implementing LDPP with LED and T8 fixtures versus a control 

group. 

 Throughout the study, NWNY, New York State Energy Research 

& Development Authority (NYSERDA) and RPI Lighting Research Center 

will monitor milk production, energy usage and light brightness at cow 

eye level in each experimental barn. An economic analysis will be  



Milk Price Watch Oneida County 

Thirteen Months through January 2014 

performed to account for the initial cost of the fixtures, fixture 

performance, operating life, expected energy savings and milk 

production, to determine which lighting system is the most cost effective 

for dairy producers. Results from this study should be available July, 

2014. Hopefully results from this study will provide dairy producers with 

more information regarding performance of LED fixtures under barn 

conditions and the implications of light spectrum on milk production. 

 Currently, Pro-Dairy is conducting a study the cost benefits of LED 

lighting systems and T8 fluorescent lighting systems on dairy operations. 

This study will account for the initial cost of the fixtures, fixture 

performance, operating life, expected energy savings, and milk 

production to determine which lighting system is the most cost effective 

for dairy producers. 
Sources included:  
http://www.nwnyteam.org/submission.php?id=17&crumb=dairy%7C1 
http://www.ansci.cornell.edu/pdfs/pd2013Augp27.28.pdf 

These prices are adjusted from Federal Milk Order No. 1 for the         

Syracuse location, which determines Oneida County prices.  Remember 

that these prices do not reflect marketing and hauling charges, and they 

are based on a standardized component mix (3.5% butterfat; 2.99% 

protein; and 5.69% other solids).  Your actual check will depend on 

these factors.   

This month’s chart shows actual MILC payments through July 2013.   

The remainder of 2013 & Jan 2014 payments are estimated at 0. 

http://www.nwnyteam.org/submission.php?id=17&crumb=dairy%7C1
http://www.ansci.cornell.edu/pdfs/pd2013Augp27.28.pdf
http://www.fmmone.com/


Tapping at the Right Time By Remi Link 

 The past few seasons, maple producers have been on their toes 

trying to figure out the optimal time to start tapping their maple trees. 

Most producers try to get a head start on their tapping before the trees 

start significant sap production. Sap production depends on 

temperature, pressure and other variables. Pay close attention to your 

local extended weather forecast for seasonable weather conditions. Look 

for temperature trends above freezing during the day and below freezing 

at night.   

 The number of taps and the amount of time it will take you to 

complete your tapping should factor into your starting time. A producer 

with a few hundred taps does not need the head start on tapping like a 

producer who has ten thousand taps. Tapping too early can dry out a tap 

hole prematurely before the season is in full swing. An option for tapping 

early and not having your tap holes drying up prematurely is to use a 

tap with a check valve. The check valve inside the tap blocks sap flow, 

containing yeasts and bacteria, during negative pressure (below 

freezing) from re-entering the tap hole, thus, keeping it in production for 

a longer period of time.  The negative pressure creates suction in the 

tree and allows it to replenish the sap by drawing water through the 

roots. When temperatures rise above freezing, a positive pressure 

develops in the tree allowing sap to flow out of the tree.  

 Following conservative tapping and good stewardship in the 

woods will ensure a maple crop for future generations. The 

recommended tapping guideline when selecting a sugar maple for sap 

production is as follows.  A healthy tree 10-17 inches in diameter (31-53 

inch circumference) should have no more than one tap. A tree 18-24 

inches in diameter (57-75 inch circumference) should have no more than 

two taps. A tree larger than 25 inches in diameter (79-inch 

circumference) should have no more than three taps. 

 No matter what style of tap you are using, it is preferred to have 

the daytime temperatures above freezing when drilling into a tree. 

Drilling into frozen wood is more susceptible to damage by splitting the 

tap hole. New holes should be drilled 6” to 9” away from old tap holes 

moving up and down at breast height around the entire tree. Metal 

bucket spouts and plastic taps for tubing should be drilled at a slight 

upward angle, while check valve type taps should be drilled at a 90 

degree angle. You should use a clean 5/16” or 7/16” drill bit depending 

on the style tap. Drill 1 ½” – 2” straight into the sapwood area of the 

tree and do not elongate or round the whole. Fresh white (conductive) 

wood chips should be seen when drilling the hole into the tree. The tap 

should be seated firmly but not pounded into the tree to avoid damage. 

Stop driving the tap in when the sound changes to a “thud”. 

Many variables can factor into the optimal time to start tapping. Your 

specific location, temperature in the woods and number of taps are some 

examples. It’s not a cut and dry answer. Correct tapping is one step 

towards good production.  



Why Financial Ratio Analysis is Important in Agriculture 

Submitted by Bonnie Collins 

All production, operating and financial decisions are eventually reflected 
in farm financial statements. Analyzing these statements using financial ratios, 
offer insight into the health of a farm.                                                          
Who uses financial ratios and benchmark data? 

Financial ratios and benchmarks are used both 
by managers and funders to pinpoint strengths and 
weaknesses of the farm. For ratios to be useful, they 
should be calculated using accurate financial 
information, carefully interpreted in the proper context, 
and calculated consistently from period to period.                                

What types of ratio analysis is available? 

Producers are using financial trend 

analysis and comparative analysis as clues to 

performance, not as a judgment on an operation, 

but to build strategies to meet the farm mission. 

Trend analysis is often used to spot a 

pattern in financial information to predict future 

events, and to compare internal benchmarks and goals. 

Comparative analysis involves comparing financial performance 

ratios to a peer group or industry norm. 

Ratios are usually divided into five groups: liquidity, solvency, 

profitability, financial efficiency, and debt coverage. 

Liquidity ratios are designed to measure an enterprise ability to 

pay its obligations. One ratio used in this group, is the current ratio 

(Total Current Farm Assets/Total Current Farm Liabilities) which provides 

an indication of a farm’s ability to meet its cash obligations within the 

coming year. 

Solvency ratios are to measure the levels of equity and debt in 

the farm. The Debt/Asset ratio (Total Farm Liabilities/Total Farm Assets) 

is a good indicator of the level of financial risk on the farm. 

Profitability ratios are to measure a farm’s ability to generate 

profit. There are many profitability ratios available, one such ratio is The 

Return on Farm Equity (Return to farm Equity*/Total Farm Equity) which 

represents the income generated from the owner’s investment in the 

farm business. * (Return to farm Equity = Net Farm Income – Unpaid 

Operator and Family Labor) 

Financial efficiency ratios are designed to measure a farm’s ability 

to generate revenue. One such ratio the Interest Expense Ration 

(Interest Expense/Value of Production) relates the interest expense to a 

farm’s ability to generate income. A trend upward on this ratio could lead 

to financial distress.  

Debt coverage ratios are intended to measure a farm’s ability to 

generate funds to meet debt obligations. The Interest Coverage Ratio 

(Net farm income + Interest Expense)/Interest Expense) provides a 

picture of debt servicing ability.  

 

 

 

A financial ratio 
is a relationship 
of two numerical 
values taken from 
financial state-
ments. The ratios 
are often used to 
evaluate the 
overall financial 
condition of an 
enterprise. 



2014 FARM BILL SUMMARY OF DAIRY TITLE PROVISIONS    
Margin Protection Program  submitted by Marylynn Collins 

 Where can you obtain benchmark data? 
While there is no national database to compare your farm ratios, there are 

some good regional databases such as FINBIN, developed by The Center for Farm 
Financial Management out of Minnesota, which can help you calculate financial 

rations in addition to some state averages. http://www.finbin.umn.edu/
WholeFarmBenchmarking/default.aspx .  

What we can offer closer to home is the Dairy Farm Business Summary 

and Analysis (DFBS). The DFBS allow you to compare your business performance 
to that of other dairy producers. To participate is free of charge to New York Farm 
operators, farm data is kept strictly confidential, and upon completion you will 
receive an 18-page DFBS and analysis.  

 If you are interested in participating, please contact Bonnie Collins at 
315/736-3394 ext. 104 or bsc33@cornell.edu.  Now is the time to gather the 
information for sound decisions tomorrow.  
Services, F. C. (2004). Business Tools, Understanding key financial ratios and benchmarks. 

Retrieved from http://www.aaec.ttu.edu/faculty/phijohns/aaec%204316/Lecture/
FCS_FIN%20RATIOS.pdf 

 USDA, United States Department of Agriculture, http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/
usdahome 

Farm Financial Ratios and Benchmarks Calculations, http://cdp.wisc.edu/pdf/
FarmFinancialRatiosandBenchmarks3192009.pdf 
Cornell Dairy Farm Business Summary and Analysis http://dfbs.aem.cornell.edu/ 

The following summary was sourced from the National Milk Producers 
Federation’s website.  With the recent passing to the 2014 Farm Bill there are a 
number of different provisions related to dairy and agriculture in general that 
will be finalized and rolled out in the coming months.  The summary included 

below provides the need-to-know information for producers looking to better 
understand the dairy title provisions.  Keep in mind that as the details of the 
MPP are unveiled, our local FSA office will be responsible for handling and 
administering enrolling procedures.  Another point of interest to share; those 
dairy producers who may have participated in the LGM-dairy insurance program 
in the past will need to make a decision between participating in LGM-dairy or 
the new MPP.  At this time it is my understanding that producers will not be 

able to buy insurance under LGM and MPP at the same time.  CCE Educators 
have been informed that there is a decision tool being developed for producers 
to help them determine if the MPP is a good fit.  We’ll keep you informed of 
when this tool becomes available. Please contact our office with any further 
questions. 

 The main feature of the new Farm Bill Dairy Title is the Dairy 

Producer Margin Protection Program. The Margin Protection Program is 

a new and unique safety net program that will provide dairy producers 

with indemnity payments when actual dairy margins are below the 

margin coverage levels the producer chooses on an annual basis. Its 

focus is to protect farm equity by guarding against destructively low 

margins, not to guarantee a profit to individual producers. The Farm Bill 

requires the Margin Protection Program to be established no later than 

September 1, 2014.  

 

http://www.finbin.umn.edu/WholeFarmBenchmarking/default.aspx
http://www.finbin.umn.edu/WholeFarmBenchmarking/default.aspx
mailto:bsc33@cornell.edu
http://www.aaec.ttu.edu/faculty/phijohns/aaec%204316/Lecture/FCS_FIN%20RATIOS.pdf
http://www.aaec.ttu.edu/faculty/phijohns/aaec%204316/Lecture/FCS_FIN%20RATIOS.pdf
http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome
http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome
http://cdp.wisc.edu/pdf/FarmFinancialRatiosandBenchmarks3192009.pdf
http://cdp.wisc.edu/pdf/FarmFinancialRatiosandBenchmarks3192009.pdf
http://dfbs.aem.cornell.edu/


The program supports producer margins, not prices and is designed to address 
both catastrophic conditions as well as prolonged periods of low margins. Under 
this program, the “margin” will be calculated monthly by USDA and is simply 
defined as the all-milk price minus the average feed cost. Average feed cost is 

determined using a feed ration that has been developed to more realistically 
reflect those costs associated with feeding the entire dairy farm enterprise 
consisting of milking cows, heifers, and other related cost elements.  

Margin Protection Program details are as follows:  
1. All dairy operations will be eligible to participate in the program. If one or 
more dairy producers participate in the production and marketing of milk on a 
single operation, all producers will be treated as a single dairy operation. If a 

dairy producer operates two or more operations, each operation will be required 
to register separately to participate in the program.  
2. In the first year of the Margin Protection Program, coverage will be limited 
solely to the volume of milk equivalent to the producer’s production history. 
Production history is defined as the highest level of annual milk production 
during 2011, 2012 or 2013. In subsequent years, annual adjustments to the 

producer’s production history will be made based on the national average 
growth in overall US milk production as estimated by USDA. Any growth beyond 
the national average increase will not be protected by the program.  
3. In 5 percent increments, producers will be able to protect from 25 percent 
up to 90 percent of their production history.  
4. Producers will be able to select margin protection coverage at 50 cent 
increments beginning at $4 per cwt. through $8 per cwt. Premiums will be fixed 

for 5 years (through 2018) and are as follows: 
Marketings Under 4 Million                    Marketings Over 4 Million  
 Pounds     Pounds 

Coverage Level Premiums*   Coverage Level Premiums  
$4.00 None       $4.00 None  
$4.50 $.01        $4.50 $.02  
$5.00 $.025        $5.00 $.04  

$5.50 $.04        $5.50 $.10  
$6.00 $.055        $6.00 $.155  
$6.50 $.09        $6.50 $.29  
$7.00 $.217       $7.00 $.83  
$7.50 $.30       $7.50 $1.06  
$8.00 $.475       $8.00 $1.36  

*Except for the premium at the $8.00 level, these premiums will be reduced by 
25 percent for each of calendar years 2014 and 2015 and only for marketings 
under 4 million pounds. 
 5. Payments will be made to producers based on the percentage of their 
production history they have chosen to protect (25-90 percent) and the level of 
margin coverage they have selected ($4.50 to $8 per cwt). Payments will be 
distributed when margins fall below $4 (or below the selected level of coverage 

if a producer has selected a level above $4), averaged over any of these 
consecutive two-month periods: Jan-Feb, Mar-Apr, May-Jun, Jul- Aug, Sep-Oct, 

Nov-Dec.  
6. Farmers will pay an annual administrative fee of $100 in order to access the 
new Margin Protection Program.  
7. Should conditions warrant, the MILC payments will be temporarily available 
for dairy producers until the implementation of the Margin Protection Program 

or September 1, 2014 – whichever occurs first.   
(look in next month’s farm flash for follow-up article) 



PRICES FOR NEW YORK FEEDER CATTLE, 

PRODUCERS MUST DO THEIR PART 
Michael J. Baker, Beef Extension Specialist, Cornell University 

Research is being conducted on the factors that affect the price 

of feeder cattle in New York. The purpose of the research is to identify 

where we are and to areas where New York beef producers need to 

focus to improve the price received for their cattle. The data is being 

collected at Finger Lakes Livestock Exchange in Canandaigua, which 

based on the 14,000 feeder calves marked in 2013 represents the value 

that buyers and sellers alike place on the their expertise in marketing 

feeder cattle. A recent article was published with data that while correct, 

was not placed in its full context and did not paint a favorable picture. 

The purpose of this article is to better explain why prices vary and what 

producers can do to increase the value of their calves. 

The analysis of this data has provided results similar to studies 

conducted in Arkansas, Kansas and Missouri.  There are discounts for 

bulls, horned, small framed and light muscled cattle. Additionally black 

hided cattle bring a premium to all other colors. However two results 

have been reported and without the context in which they occur seem 

troubling. Compared to Cattle Fax data the prices received in New York 

are in direct relation.  That is our prices follow the national trend. Yet, 

the average difference in price is $0.28/lb. There are sound reasons for 

much of this difference.  First is freight. Many of these cattle go to the 

major feeding areas in the Midwest. At $0.04/loaded mile and 1500 

miles to Kansas, the cost would be $6000.  With 50,000 lbs on the truck 

this equals $0.12/lb. The differential is now down to $0.16/lb. The 

second factor is that the prices reported in Cattle Fax often represent 

the higher end of their sales, which accounts for another $0.06 - $0.08/

lb. Therefore the true difference is around $0.08 - $0.10/lb.   

The question now becomes how we capture that difference.  

Analysis of the data shows that 6-7% of the cattle in the Fall 2013 sales 

brought $1.87/lb. matching Cattle Fax data. The difference in these 

cattle is that they were uniform in weight, muscle and frame size, were 

preconditioned properly, were of known genetics and had a reputation 

with the buyers. These cattle not only captured the true $0.10/lb. 

difference but their quality and reputation covered the freight and Cattle 

Fax discount. New York has cattle that can compete on the national 

scale. 

Another fact that has been reported, but not fully explained is that 

on average preconditioned cattle only bring a $0.028/lb. premium.  On a 

550 lb. calf this is worth $15 which is about the breakeven cost for the 

vaccines and dewormer. Admittedly this is not much of an incentive. The 

sale barn does their part by telling the buyers what the cattle had 

received relative to vaccinations.  When a group of cattle come into the 

ring and it is announced that they received a killed vaccine the day 

before the sale, these cattle are not preconditioned. Vaccines take 3-4 

weeks to deliver full immunity.  Cattle receiving a killed vaccine must be  
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vaccinated twice 3-4 weeks apart to achieve full immunity.  Therefore 

the first killed vaccine must be given 6-8 weeks and the second 3-4 

weeks prior to the sale.  

Using a modified live vaccine (MLV) the day before the sale also 

is an issue. A MLV, while not requiring a booster can cause disease. 

Cattle going through the market are stressed and given a MLV just 

prior to the stress event can actually be worse than administering no 

vaccine at all. 

Buyers know what works and cattle that are not preconditioned 

properly will not receive the premium compared to properly 

preconditioned cattle. 

A second factor affecting the value of pre-conditioned cattle this 

year is simply supply.  Again, the sale barn’s commitment to doing 

their part is demonstrated in that they sell all pre-conditioned cattle 

first. However if a buyer has an order that doesn’t get filled with 

preconditioned cattle, he is forced to buy non-preconditioned cattle for 

more than he would like.  As the supply of feeder cattle begins to 

build, this relationship will change. 

 

The take away message for beef producers is that quality sells: 

 Uniform lots require a calving season less than 60 days.  

 Castrate bulls 

 Black hided cattle bring a $0.12/lb. premium 

 Select bulls that sire heavy muscled, moderate to large frame 

calves.  

 If using a killed product, the first vaccine should be given 2 months 

before the sale and followed by the second vaccine 3-4 weeks 

later.   

 Work with a reputable bull supplier that will help you market the 

calves.  

Taking these steps can move you into the top 6-7% of the cattle 

that bring national prices. If more of these cattle came through the 

sale barn, the manager has a lot more to work with.  After all, the 

auction manager can only sell what is delivered to the barn.  It is up to 

the producer to do their part so the auction manager can use his 

expertise to get you the highest price. 

For more information on this research contact Mike Baker,           

607-255-5923, mjb28@cornell.edu. 

(Appreciation is expressed to Ron and Barb Parker at Finger Lakes 

Livestock Exchange for allowing us to conduct this research at their 

facility.) 



 In the research project on “Factors that Affect the Price of 

Feeder Cattle in NY”, the average difference in price between 

preconditioned and non-preconditioned cattle from Fall 2011 through 

Spring 2013 has been $0.028/lb. This barely covers the cost of the 

vaccines.  Why this low premium, when there are lots of cattle that 

receive as much as a $0.10/lb. premium? I feel the biggest cause is an 

improper vaccination schedule. When preconditioned cattle enter the 

ring, the auctioneer announces the date that the cattle were vaccinated. 

It’s not uncommon to hear that the cattle were vaccinated the day 

before the sale. This approach does not build immunity and buyers will 

not pay a premium for those cattle.  

 There are two types of vaccines: killed and modified live (MLV). 

Killed vaccines put a large number of killed viruses in an animal.  This 

vaccine does not cause disease, but the animal reacts as if it had the 

disease, thus building immunity. The key distinction between killed and 

MLV is that upon initial vaccination, killed vaccines have to be repeated 

(boostered) in 3-4 weeks to be effective. The graph below illustrates 

the effect.  The initial vaccine 

(‘antigen”) causes a slight rise 

in the blood level of antibodies. 

Shortly after day seven, the 

antibody level begins to 

decline.  By administering a 

second vaccine 14-21 days 

later, the antibody levels in the 

blood are elevated and remain 

high for 6 – 12 months. 

Without the booster vaccine, 

the antibodies would continue 

to decline and the animal would have virtually no immunity to the 

disease of interest.  

Vaccinating the day before the sale just doesn’t cut it! 

    Submitted By Marylynn Collins 

Vaccine Titer 

 A modified live vaccine is the product that is reconstituted prior 

to use and must be used within one hour of mixing. It carries living 

viruses that have been altered so that they can’t cause disease. They 

don’t have to be boostered and are thought to create a quicker and 

longer lasting immune response. The disadvantage of MLV is that they 

may also cause disease.  A feeder calf going through a market is under 

stress: new environment, feed and water. A stressed animal is more 

prone to disease; MLV may cause disease and you have a recipe for 

trouble.  

 As with a killed product, administering a MLV the day before the 

sale does not provide sufficient immunity to give buyers confidence that 

the cattle are not going to get sick.  Therefore no premium and again, 

the producer just wasted time and money. 
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 The concept behind a good vaccination program is to vaccinate 

calves when they are not stressed and have them achieve this 

immunity prior to the stress event, whether it be weaning or marketing 

(hopefully not occurring at the same time!). Below are several 

vaccination schedules that will fit different situations. As always consult 

your veterinarian for the program that is best suited to your farm. 

 BQA principles require proper vaccination.  If you expect a 

premium in the market place for abiding by these principles, you need 

to develop a protocol that delivers effective and long lasting immunity. 

Effective Vaccine Schedule 

    

Best a. Six weeks prior to weaning: initial vaccine for products requiring 

booster (killed). 
Three – four weeks prior to weaning administer booster of killed   
vaccine or use modified live vaccine 

**Use only vaccines approved safe for calves nursing pregnant cows. 

  
2nd Best 

  

a. Two - three weeks prior to weaning: initial vaccine. 

At weaning, administer vaccines requiring a booster. 

  

  
3rd Best 

  

a. At weaning or two weeks post-weaning: initial vaccine. 

Two – three weeks later, administer vaccines requiring a booster. 

  

USE-

LESS: 

      Killed vaccine at weaning with no booster 

Always check label information and consult with a veterinarian 

regarding safe vaccine use in pregnant animals.  If used 

incorrectly, ABORTIONS can result.  Modified live vaccines including a 

BRSV fraction generally recommend a booster for BRSV. 

To design the best protocol for your farm consult your herd 

veterinarian.” It is suggested that the following disease be included in 

your vaccination program: 

(1) IBR, BVD, PI3, BRSV (4) 7-way Clostridial  

(2) Mannheimia haemolytica 

(formerly Pasteurella haemolytica) 

(5) Histophilus somnus 

(3) Pasteurella multocida   





 Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea virus (PEDv) has arrived in New 

York with a vengeance. I received first notice of an infected farrowing 

operation in early February.  Soon after, I found out the outbreak was 

much more widespread. The virus was somehow introduced from Asia 

in multiple locations, was officially identified in the United States in 

May, 2013. It has killed an estimated 4 million pigs.  

 Clinical signs are severe diarrhea in pigs of all ages and 

vomiting. High mortality is associated with the virus, nearly 100% in 

pre-weaned pigs. Transmission occurs orally through contact with 

contaminated feces. Incubation period is 12-24 hours with shedding 

(amount of time animals can infect others) up to 3-4 weeks. There is 

no vaccine available at this time.  

 

This is a scenario posted to the www.aasv.org website: 

The oldest piglets in farrowing started scouring on a Saturday.  

The next oldest rooms were scouring on Sunday.  

By Monday, 100% of piglets in farrowing were scouring and sows in 

lactation were going off feed.  

On Tuesday, piglet mortality increased to 10x normal daily losses 

which continued for approximately one week.  

Piglets were scouring a yellow, watery scour. They tried to nurse but 

sows were drying up.  

Piglets were lined up at the water nipples.  

Piglets started scouring at 12-24 hours after birth. Piglets would 

survive until approximately day 3 or 4 unless they were humanely 

euthanized before then.  

There were some vomiting piglets and sows – enough to be 

noteworthy but not ubiquitous.  

Exposed (via feedback) the Breeding & Gestation barns on Wednesday 

afternoon.  

By Thursday morning essentially all sows in B&G were off feed and 

approximately 50% had loose stools and a few were vomiting. Stools 

were normal color and cow pie (primarily) to watery (few) 

consistency.  

The sows came back on feed gradually about 4-6 days post-exposure.  

Two weeks post-exposure, started seeing piglets make it to 3-4 days 

of age without scouring.  

  

 What can be done to decrease the chance of your herd 

becoming infected? The first step – a big one – review and tighten 

your biosecurity protocols, small and large herds alike. Pay attention 

to anything or anyone coming out of state or from another farm. Be 

especially diligent about employees, family and visitors but also 

consider supplies, feed ingredients, food items, etc. that might 

contaminate the herd.  

 

PEDv: What does it mean for NY’s Swine Producers? 
Nancy Glazier 

http://www.aasv.org
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Additional biosecurity recommendations should include:  

 limiting traffic (people and equipment) onto the farm,  

 thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting anything coming onto the farm,  

 enforcing downtime requirements and maintaining a log of visitors,  

 taking care when disposing of dead stock particularly if using a com-

munal disposal method,  

 isolating newly arriving animals and continuing vet to vet discussions 

about animal health at the herd of origin, and  

 showering into the facility where practical and changing into clean 

boots and coveralls. 

 

(veterinarians should also be careful not to track the virus between 

herds on their person, equipment or vehicles)  

 

To help with education regarding PEDv, the New York Pork Producers will 

be hosting their annual meeting March 22 at the Holiday Inn in Waterloo. 

Registration begins at 9 am. To register, contact Krista Jasker at 

716.697.3031 or info@newyorkpork.org. 

 

NY Ag & Markets has a fact sheet posted here: http://

www.agriculture.ny.gov/AI/PEDV_Outreach.pdf. 

Resources for this article were found at websites below. For more infor-

mation, visit: http://www.aasv.org/aasv%20website/Resources/

Diseases/PorcineEpidemicDiarrhea.php, the website for the American  

Association of Swine Veterinarians. Information is continually updated 

when it becomes available. 

http://www.pork.org/Research/2641/

ResearchLatestNews.aspx#.Uv1YLfldUrV. The Pork Checkoff site has lots 

of information on current research and available resources.   

Livestock Noteables: 
Low Input Lambing and Kidding Guide Updated 

Cornell University has released the second edition of its online 

guide, Low Input Lambing & Kidding: A Resource Guide for Managing 

Lambing and Kidding Efficiently Without Sacrificing Animal Well Being. 

This guide is a compilation of anecdotal recommendations gleaned 

from 40 participating farmers and the authors' experiences. To access 

the free guide, please visit http://www.ansci.cornell.edu/goats/

lowinput_birthing.html 

mailto:info@newyorkpork.org
http://www.agriculture.ny.gov/AI/PEDV_Outreach.pdf
http://www.agriculture.ny.gov/AI/PEDV_Outreach.pdf
http://www.aasv.org/aasv%20website/Resources/Diseases/PorcineEpidemicDiarrhea.php
http://www.aasv.org/aasv%20website/Resources/Diseases/PorcineEpidemicDiarrhea.php
http://www.pork.org/Research/2641/ResearchLatestNews.aspx#.Uv1YLfldUrV
http://www.pork.org/Research/2641/ResearchLatestNews.aspx#.Uv1YLfldUrV
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nQ-gsw0EBTZSL5klZ_oqNdPYdBAC5pJLQVTo_7uUQEM9IO-BC0sNxg4fT7E650EvOuB8qmrorbqWbX5SE0Wzp2Sjm-RL4qEi1Vgk7FoPNiSN-eQ104dzuw6g18ANWvfdKAo3_ZSRTOpsWApKM2037WTMliKOZabSQCclyzwHStqmHp0zM0Sm885k-7DCUpvlCxJoaQOlBZl_yq1WEuwaEbWIWqjE-Ue1i15V
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001nQ-gsw0EBTZSL5klZ_oqNdPYdBAC5pJLQVTo_7uUQEM9IO-BC0sNxg4fT7E650EvOuB8qmrorbqWbX5SE0Wzp2Sjm-RL4qEi1Vgk7FoPNiSN-eQ104dzuw6g18ANWvfdKAo3_ZSRTOpsWApKM2037WTMliKOZabSQCclyzwHStqmHp0zM0Sm885k-7DCUpvlCxJoaQOlBZl_yq1WEuwaEbWIWqjE-Ue1i15V


 You can improve soil health on your farm by preventing or 

reducing erosion, reducing tillage, reducing compaction, increasing 

organic matter, having crop rotations that include crops that cover the 

entire soil surface and incorporating cover crops. The focus in this 

article will be on reducing tillage and reducing compaction. 

 We till soils, partly out of habit and in part because we want to 

have a seed bed that provides good soil seed contact and doesn’t 

impede the development of our seedlings. So we use many different 

types of tillage tools to stir up the soil to create that loose fluffy 

condition that we associate with a good seed bed.  

 What happens when we till the soil. We break up any structure 

that may have formed since we tilled the soil last. That includes 

breaking apart any micro or macropores that had been formed, crumbs 

of soil that had developed. The first comment that I hear from farmers 

who have tried zone/strip till or no-till is “Wow I wasn’t sinking into the 

field leaving ruts at harvest time”. That’s because the soil was able to 

build some structure even during that short period of time.  

 The fluffy soil that we create with tillage is a temporary condition 

that allows for air and water exchange  to occur until the soil particles 

sort, shift and pack. After that occurs and before the biota in the soil 

have a chance to rebuild the soil structure, there is actually less air 

exchange and less water infiltration then before the tillage occurred. 

This condition is much more pronounced in fields that had full surface 

tillage every year for multiple years. What happens, soil that is tilled 

year after year begins to form crusts when hit by rainfall. When a crust 

forms at the surface less water infiltrates into the soil and is forced to 

run across the soil surface potentially causing erosion and topsoil loss. 

The water that doesn’t infiltrate does not become part of the soil water 

bank that can be drawn upon by plant roots when the soil surface dries, 

potentially limiting yield. In addition crusts impede the exchange of 

gases between the root zone and the air.  Roots need to take in oxygen 

and give off carbon dioxide just like you and I. How healthy would you 

be if your oxygen supply were reduced? Can this have an impact on 

yield potential? 

 Another impact of fluffing up the soil is a temporary, but 

significant increase of oxygen coming into contact with soil organic 

matter which increases the oxidation and loss of organic matter (OM) 

from the soil. Some studies in the mid-west have shown that  ½ of the 

OM in the soil can be lost after 25 years of tillage. Bob Lucey, Cornell 

had some long-term research plots in Chazy, NY where he was 

assessing the impact of both tillage and crop residue on soil OM loss. He 

planted continuous corn for decades in the study: ½ harvested as corn 

silage removing all of the crop residue vs grain harvest where all of the 

crop residue but the ears was left on the site.  (continued>>>>) 
 

 

Crop Shorts  
By Jeff Miller 



He used no-till in half of each of these plots and conventional till in the 

other half. His findings: there was much greater loss of OM from 

conventional tillage then there was from the lack of crop residue return 

from corn silage harvest. 

 Why is organic matter so important for crops? Organic matter 

has negative charges on it like clay size particles that can form a bond 

with  positively charged nutrients that plants need like calcium, 

magnesium, potassium and ammonium.  A 1% level of OM/ac in the 

soil can hold onto 1000 lbs of nitrogen as ammonium, and 100lbs each 

of phosphorus, potassium and sulfur. In addition organic matter can 

hold onto 90% of its weight of water for plant use so that 1% organic 

matter  can retain 18,000 lbs or 2158 gallons of water / acre. Organic 

matter is also important as a resource, substrate for soil 

microorganisms. The soil organisms consume crop residues and other 

compounds leaked by living root systems producing the glue that helps 

to form soil structure. 

 There are numerous studies conducted in the mid-west that 

show improved soil health in terms of increased organic matter, 

improved soil tilth, increased infiltration and greater water holding 

capacity of soils after they were switched from conventional to no-till. 

When we conducted some farm strip trials in the early 2000s 

comparing what they called zone tillage, which was 3 extra coulters in 

front of each planter unit, with conventionally  tilled (chisel, disk, 

finish) and plant we measured 8 and 10% reductions in yield under 

strip tillage. We learned that we had not addressed the tillage pan and 

that full surface tillage does expose more dark soil that can heat up 

quicker speeding up germination. In more recent studies, one with 

SWCD in Madison Co. in 2007 and two other farm trials  in 2011 and 

2012 comparing yields under a number of tillage systems including 

plow disk finish, chisel disk finish, one pass tool, zone builder and no-

till we found very little differences in yields in response to the different 

tillage systems with the zone and no-till doing slightly better in dry 

years and full surface tillage doing better when rainfall wasn’t limiting.  

 My conclusion from the limited number of farm trials we have 

conducted locally on crop response to tillage is that if you have used a 

ripper or a zone builder to slice through your tillage pan, that the little 

yield response you may see to full surface tillage will not pay for the 

additional fuel, labor and  equipment expenses. How do you assess the 

cost/benefit of planting and spraying on a more timely basis because 

you are spending less time tilling your fields? Having said this…I will 

repeat what farmers who do some no-till have said to me “ It is very 

important to plant when the soil moisture is right, which takes 

patience, and more management… visiting your fields to determine 

which is ready and which is not and sometimes if the ground gets too 

hard you have to  till before you plant.” 

 As seen in the diagram on the opposite page, compaction is 

compression of soil particles  reducing the pore spaces in the soil that 

help in the transfer of water and gases.  



Compaction occurs to a much greater 

extent when the soil is wet as can be 

seen in these diagrams 

 We have been told repeatedly how important it is to harvest in a 

timely manner. For any crop that is ensiled it is of utmost importance 

that the crop is harvested at the ideal moisture content and that it is 

put into storage as quickly as possible to reduce quality losses. For 

these reasons and convenience  we see a lot of forage harvest 

equipment blowing forage directly into trucks in the field.  HOW MUCH 

COMPACTION ARE WE CAUSING? What is the pounds per square inch 

under each of those road tires when the truck is loaded in the field? 

Switching from this method to dump wagons with balloon tires 

emptying into trucks parked at field edges will save  a great deal on 

compaction and the future productivity of the soil. 

Reducing tillage will also 

help reduce compaction by 

reducing the development 

of tillage pans and soil 

crusting. Tillage reduction 

allows for soil structure 

rebuilding which creates a 

soil that has more capacity 

to resist compaction.  

Most farmers avoid field 

activities when fields are 

wet, this management 

helps reduce compaction. 
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Hay crop silage workshop at Clinton Tractor   
There was a great turn out at this workshop on Feb 13th at Clinton 

Tractor.  Bernard Adam, a seasoned beef producer from Canada  who has 

a long history of producing high quality hay crop silage in wrapped bales 

and who designed and built trailers for big bales spoke about best 

management practices for putting up high quality hay crop silage in big 

bales. 

His list of best management practices: 

 Harvest each field at the optimal time for quality based on the 

composition of the stand, for example a mixed mostly grass stand 

should be harvested at boot stage just before the head emerges.  

CCE of Oneida county provides weekly updates of hay maturity in 

their scissorcut program every year during the month of May/June to 

help growers harvest at the optimal time. 

 Mow hay in a wide swath (swath is at least 80% of the mower width) 

to promote quickest drying of hay to a moisture suitable for chopping 

and wrapping with the least amount of time for loss of sugars to plant 

respiration. John Meiser, sales representative from New Holland 

identified that their 2014 line of mowers are built with the capability 

of leaving a swath 80% of the mower width. You can check with other 

equipment manufacturers  for information on swath width 

capabilities. 

 Mow at 4” height so that the hay has something propping it up off the 

damp soil 

 Be ready to flip the hay to speed up drying 

 Rake into windrows after drying to enhance packing 

 Mr Adams insisted that growers take samples from their mowed 

swath and determine moisture content using a microwave. He 

recommended wrapping at 55% moisture for optimal fermentation. 

 Slow down when making bales so that you have tightly packed bales 

that exclude most of the oxygen and  optimize fermentation. 

 He emphasized the importance of cleaning tensioners regularly with 

WD40 to help maintain an even stretch of the wrap which ensures a 

constant thickness that seals the forage creating and maintaining the 

anaerobic environment that preserves the quality of your hay crop 

silage. 

 Keep all wrap out of  direct sunlight, including the wrap that is on the 

wrapper, until you are ready to wrap to prevent heating of the wrap 

which causes excessive stretching which makes the wrap thinner and 

may allow oxygen to penetrate the wrap and cause spoilage in the 

bale. 

 A longer length of cut (3-6”) for wrapped baleage.  Long length of cut 

does promote rumination. It is best to consult with your nutritionist to 

consider all of the forage that you are feeding regularly on your farm 

to make sure that the entire ration has the optimal percentage of 

long fiber to promote rumination. This may help you to determine 

what length of cut is best for your wrapped bales. 

 Buy a high quality plastic. Mr. Adams mentioned Sunfilm. 



Cornell corn grain hybrid test results for 2013. The results on          

5 sites across NY state are presented in the table below.  This table 

includes medium early varieties (1900-2500 GDDs)  85-105 day hybrids. 

Even though several locations in NY received twice the average rainfall    

in the month of June  that corn yields of the varieties in the trial were   

very respectable.  

The results of the 2013 Cornell corn grain and soybean variety 

trials are now available.  In the tables that follow you will find a 

listing of the top performers  of the early and medium early corn 

varieties and the group I and II soybean varieties that were in the trial 

this past season. Yields were exceptional  on the test sites.  For more 

detailed information about this year’s corn variety test results  you can 

go to Cornell's website: http://plbrgen.cals.cornell.edu/programs/

departmental/corn/.  For additional information about the soybean 

variety trial results:  http://www.fieldcrops.org/VarietyTrials/Pages/

default.aspx.  

http://plbrgen.cals.cornell.edu/programs/departmental/corn/
http://plbrgen.cals.cornell.edu/programs/departmental/corn/
http://www.fieldcrops.org/VarietyTrials/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.fieldcrops.org/VarietyTrials/Pages/default.aspx


Contact Information for Local Agency’s that support Agriculture 

NYS Dept. of Environmental Conservation (DEC) 793-2554 

Oneida County Soil & Water Conservation District 736-3334 

Natural Resource Conservation Service 736-3316 

Farmers, do you need 
help?  Need to take a sick 
day?  Would you like to 

take a  vacation or just a 

day away from the farm?                                
Farmsitters Chore    

Services is made up of  
former dairy farmers.  We 

will make sure your     
animals are well cared for 
Call    Terrance 397-2593 

and leave a message.     

References  

Cornell corn grain variety trial results for 2013. The table below  includes 
varieties from the early maturity group: 1400-1900 GDDs, 70-90 day hybrids. 



Cornell 2013 soybean variety yield test results  for Group I and II soybeans at Aurora, NY. 



Farm Credit East, ACA 
Your First Choice For Financial Solutions 
  

   Farm Loans          Crop Insurance 

   Agribusiness Loans   Credit Life Insurance 

   Leasing          Payroll Services 

   Appraisal Services     Business Planning  

   Tax Services          Estate Planning 

   Financial Records       Profit Improvement 

 
995 State Route 12PO Box 60Sangerfield, NY  13455 

(800) 762-3276(315) 841-3398 FAX (315) 841-3397 

www.farmcrediteast.com 

GROWMARK FS 

———————————— 

PO Box 65            Office: 315/841/8886  
7610 State Route 20          1/800/852/5003 
Sangerfield NY 13455        Fax: 315/841/4405 
Sangerfield@growmarkfs.com 

 
Fertilizer, Lime, Seed, Agronomy 
Satisfying Customers, Profitably 

 

Richardson Farms 
Agricultural Spray Materials 

Corn and Grass Seed 
Bulk & Bag Feed 

Custom Soybeans Roasting 

 
Buddy Richardson & Family 

Skinner Rd. Vernon Center, NY 

(315) 829-8000 



Rt 31 Canastota   Rt 26 Lowville   Rt 12 Waterville 

      697-2214         376-0300             841-4181 

LOUIS J. GALE & SON, INC. 
 

Waterville, N.Y. 13480 
7889 Canning Factory Road 

841-8411 OR 841-8410 
RETAIL FEED—GRAIN—SEED 
CUSTOM MIXING & GRINDING 

HI MAG LIME, PESTICIDES 
GROW RIGHT FERTILIZER      

SOY BEAN ROASTING 

Sales Agent for Browns Feed  

- BULK - BAG 
Home of: 

Quickcow 
Booster 

Quickcow 
Caps 

“Let the Performance Begin” 

Call Andy Mower Owner/

President 

315-734-1705 

Serving The Dairy Industry for   

30 years 

Performance 

PREMIXES 

PERFORMANCE 

PREMIXES 

Sales Agent for  
Pioneer Hi-Bred 

Oneida & Herkimer Co. 
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